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Cover Page Photo – The Lightning in Production shortly before the plug was pulled.
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FROM THE EDITOR
The Crisis at Ronart Cars Ltd –
and the Future
Every member will have received my letter
dated 8th July 2003 in which I outlined the
dreaded news of the closure of the company
following the withdrawal of ongoing support
by the shareholders.
At that moment the future looked bleak for
Arthur and there were deep worries amongst
our membership. I had many conversations
with Arthur and Richard Jones, as you can
imagine, and my main concern was to keep
on top of the fate of the jigs and moulds
since they are so important for the long
maintenance life of the W152.
It was a purely financial decision (the Jones
family also virtually own and run Noble
Cars.) Fortunately the shareholders had a
sincere intention to protect the existing
owners of both the few Lightnings and the
many W152s. So Arthur is custodian of all
the Lightning spares and will provide an
ongoing service centre for them. He has also
‘inherited’ all the plant and machinery and
has been able to employ Jethro and Jim again,
so he has a pretty professional going
concern.
Unfortunately Arthur does not own the
intellectual property rights in the W152 (he
holds and controls the jigs & moulds but
does not own them) so he cannot make any
formal fall-back agreement with the Club
over these materials. However, I have been
assured by Richard Jones that they feel that a
better service will be provided to owners in
the future by our being able to approach a
skilled and experienced firm to, for instance,
fabricate a replacement chassis, or a new
nose-cone. And I must say that the concept
of the Club owning, storing, administering a
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collection of bucks and moulds, and getting
bits made somewhere, sounds like a very
mixed blessing.

Here are a couple of contributions which
were quite fully expressed, and reasonably
represent the consensus of opinion -

The shareholders have left a complete
Lightning rolling chassis with complete
engine and transmission with Arthur for use
as a development-base. Whatever we may
think about the ‘classic’ tradition, this is a
very impressive piece of engineering, and it
will be fascinating to see what Arthur creates
with it. Of course it will form the basis of a
W152 Mark 3.

John Ellis –

Arthur has already taken back control of the
Ronart Cars/W152 website from me, but he
is not allowed to make any mention of the
Lightning. However, as a Club we incorporate
Lightning owners and I see it as our duty to
record and support the Lightning on our
Club site as best we may.

“My view is that AW / RCL / RDC should
concentrate on the S6 Jag-based W152 kit
approach to whatever market may exist.
Attention should be focussed on minimising
the “technical challenges” we have all
experienced, by attention to production
consistency and standardisation wherever
possible.
Why take on a raft of new and expensive
unknowns when the original concept still
turns heads and pretty well all the
“development” work is done? Refinement and
reliability are the missing elements in a
product which I believe still has commercial

potential without the need for further
significant investment.
There are huge and expensive implications in
manufacturing and marketing a turn-key
factory-built vehicle of any description;
(Lightning?!), and Peter Langmaid’s message
re his experiences with a “non-standard”V12
based W152 surely makes the case for a
simplified approach to whatever market
opportunities may exist.
Given some formal tie up with Arthur re
jigs/moulds the RDC could, as a quid-proquo, play an inexpensive but valuable role in
marketing the W152 at shows and via the
web site. This would be in all our interests.
There must be more potential owner
enthusiasts like us out there. We just need to
get the message to them that there is a

So quite a lot has transpired in a short time
and, by the time you read this, we will have
attended the new Factory Open-Day on 19th
October during which Arthur will have
described the current situation and his plans
for the future.
So no point in my speculating further Arthur is back in business as an independent,
and W152 Mark 2 kits are to be marketed
again!

Apologies for the late arrival of this issue.
Two excuses - the situation at Ronart, and
quite an intensive period of building during
the fine weather, which I really could not
resist.
Quite a lot of stuff has been held over to the
next couple of issues - John Ellis’s build
report, and some useful technical
contributions, plus regular features such as
20 Questions.
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The Lightning chassis on its jig; this looks serious, in the Ronart tradition.
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“WOGER THE WILD WONART WONDER BOY”

unique and good value kit available, that it all
fits together properly, it works when it’s
done, and that there is on-going availability
of spares.
If you add to that the benefit of much hardwon experience freely available from an active
Owners’ Club which is closely associated with
the manufacture, and thus has some influence
on product quality, you are offering a strong
package without the “kit-car” stigma.”

David Mansfield Kit car Mk 2 continuing to be based on
Jag? Yes it should be Jag based as much as
possible - need to keep some heritage and
link with British classics - but depends on
supply of components
Or fully finished and warranted custombuilt car? I’m not sure Arthur is really
capable of producing a warranted product in
the ‘normal’ car manufacturing sense. What
he could offer is a personal service that
endeavours to sort out owners’ problems in
reasonable(!!) timescales and for ‘free’ during
the first year after factory supply. He should
offer both fully-finished and kit build
options.
Need to improve some of the design
features? eg improved access to rear subframe and back axle for maintenance
purposes, better dashboard mounting.
Custom-build service whereby customers
could provide their own power/
transmission units? This is exactly what I did
with my engine and transmission units, and
the outcome after teething problems has
been a success - bar the fact that roadholding and balance of the car has never
been right due to wrong spring rates for a
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very much lighter engine. Arthur must carry
out further development of the chassis,
springs, and setup to much improve roadholding, and to suit the customer’s choice in
power plant.
If so, maybe allow for Italian or Merc
power? Please keep to Jag engines (but
remember Ford are now Jag). 6-speed
geaxbox would be nice if one could be found
at reasonable cost. Must be a manual!!
Mark 3? If so based on what engines? V6,
V8, V10 ? Jag AJV8 is a super engine but
don’t think they can be supplied OEM.
Second hand ones will be very scarce for at
least another 3-4 years. Presumably Arthur
can still get access to the power plant used
in the Lightning.
Kit or built? Both options should be
available.
Should the Mk3 have more comfort features,
such as doors? W152 is not intended as a
comfort car!
What weather equipment is required? Wrap
round screen like mine should be a standard
option - perhaps a bit taller version. Improve
the boot cover fit to make it fully
waterproof.
How should it be marketed? i.e. maybe the
RDC should reckon to help by reviving
appearances at car shows (which used to be
the rationale for our exhibitions, as well as
just showing off) ? I would support RDC
helping out with the Marketing at shows.
Also we could arrange to visit JEC club
nights and demo our cars to enthusiasts.
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Fifth Instalment
6th July 03
Got the Wonart out for the first
time after our great trip to
Honfleur last weekend. Wachel
had a great time, met some of
the lads and a few of the ladies. Also she quite enjoyed the
trip down in the blazing sunshine.
Wachel said that the drive to
Honfleur weminded her of our
honeymoon trip to Cornwall in
our Morris Minor. Although her
hair did not look “as mad” when
we got out in Newquay, must be
the fly screens. Her white
headscarf had so many species
of dead insect spattered on to
it; she had to throw it away.
Still, good pressie idea for Xmas
Woger. She wanted to wear her
helmet, but I told her that’s for
track days and the rain.

Got an irate phone call from the
mechanic the next morning. A
fuel leak had emptied the contents of my fuel tank over his
garage floor. I went straight
down there!
All the doors were closed and
took me ages to get in to the
place. Well, how was I to know
that because of the fuel all
over the floor he could not
open the electric shutters, or
turn on the lights, or power up
the computers? He even had to
cancel all his jobs for that day
because the Fire Brigade said
the fumes will linger around for
ages, and could explode.

All right, it was lovely when we
left England. How was I to know
biblical rain would be upon
with us when we had to
leave Honfleur.
Wachel got wealy wet. Wet
Whingeing Wonderful Wachel
I called her, didn’t get a
smile. Had to give her a free
rein at the Duty Free on the
way back, just to get her to
talk to me.
When I got back, booked
Wonart in for a we-tune as
noticed a little misfire in top,
may be leads or those new
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plugs. Left it with garage overnight. (I do hate it when she’s
away).
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Dash customised for blondes.
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Had to get a friend to help me
tow it home. Luckily the garage
did not charge me. All he said
was “GET THAT ******* THING OUT
OF HERE”. No way to talk about
a classic.
Got some weally good tank
wepair kit, had to stay up all
night because had to wait 90
minutes between each application. Next time wead the instructions Woger, and don’t
start fixing it when “News at
Ten” has just finished.

Went to the Esher Nagging and
Knitting. Wachel was at her
sister’s looking at baby clothes,
that’s a worry!

The Honfleur Trip – Tony Legon

Talking Wonart with the
Wonartiers weally picks me up. I
took the long way home and
arrived home before Wachel and
the Mothercare catalogues.

Freddie Trodd - Ronart

Before I disappeared off to bed
with a cup of hot Horlicks and a
good book, I took one last look
at my Wonart, and wealised
Woger you are a lucky man
indeed.

Steven Trodd - Challenger E-Type

THE CREW
Tony & Lesley Legon - Ronart

David & Rob Small - Ronart
Graham Frost – Ronart
Chris & Ailsa Logue - MG Magnette ZB

Key: “Well within their capabilities” = Very
Fast motoring mostly exceeding 99 mph.

We set off from the corners of Sussex and
Surrey with the aim of either meeting en
route, or at the Folkestone terminal for

Not sure whether this will have been the final colour, but this is the area which now forms
Arthur’s new operation.
April - September 2003
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Euro-Tunnel. At the tunnel car park all the
Ronarts gathered and we awaited the arrival
of the E-Type. Time ticked by and we were
moved on by officialdom, then, just as we
were boarding, the E-Type arrived.
We had been gathered for at least ten
minutes by now and Tony Legon’s car had
the bonnet up. The electric fan had decided
to stay running continuously, so for the
trip through the tunnel the battery isolator
switch was used. On arrival at the other
side, all the cars proceeded smoothly off
the train except Freddie’s whose car would
not start and needed to be push-started.
Not bad - only one hour into the trip, and
two out of six cars with some sort of
problem. Everyone was confident that some
of the other cars would have something
else happen to them.

Freddie’s Kate says David is a wuss!
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We set off for our lunch stop and soon
became separated, not that this mattered as
it gave Tony the opportunity to wire his
Kenlowe directly. This involved running two
wires in through the dash and these were
then twisted together to enable the fan to
run. Good fun this, as it takes 29 amps to
start a Kenlowe spinning, so each time
Lesley touched the two wires together a
small spark, the size of a golf ball, occurred.

Out on the next autoroute the second
group of cars all travelling, how shall I say,
“Well within their capabilities”, soon caught
up with the forward pack and we all
proceeded together to
the village of Londineres.
This was where we were
due to meet our French
driver Jean-Paul Gouzin.

2003 we set off along some glorious quiet
French country roads, at least they were
quiet until we blasted by!!
Then David Small stopped. The clutch had
gone! This turned out to be a seal on the
slave cylinder. After one or two abortive
calls to the RAC, the plan was made for
half the party to continue along the minor
roads, whilst Tony and Freddie would follow
David along the Autoroute straight to
Honfleur. The rationale here was that other
than a couple of stops for tolls a great deal
of the rest of the journey could be accomplished without having to change gear.
David was going to start in second gear off
the starter and then change up by “gently”
crashing the box.
The plan went well for at least 100 yards
when David turned right onto the next
road and Freddie turned left. Tony following
behind reasoned, by way of Lesley his
trusty navigator, that David was headed in
the correct direction so he turned left to
go and catch up with Freddie to get him
back on to the correct route. Tony’s mad
dash vibrated loose his high intensity rear

red light which ended up trailing along the
road until Freddie was signalled to stop.
Instant repairs were done to Tony’s car
(namely the offending light was ripped from
its wires and stuffed in the boot) and the
two of them set off to catch up with David
who by now had not only reached top gear
but was also driving his car “Well within his
capabilities”.
Using the starter motor and pushing
David’s car through the tollbooths we
continued on apace and made good
progress. Although we did spot David Lyons
at one stage heading in the opposite
direction on one of the Autoroutes, which
he was not scheduled to be on, let alone
travelling in the opposite direction. The
result of this was that Chris and Ailsa
arrived first followed by Freddie, Tony and
David with the rest of the crew arriving
after another half-hour. Getting David’s car
to the hotel in the centre of Honfleur
proved a little entertaining with the need to
use the other Ronarts to block the traffic

so as to let him pass without stopping. Very
Presidential.
After the rest of the team arrived we all
toured the local town and took in a few
beers. The RAC were contacted again but
were still no help. More of this later! David
Small, our intrepid organiser had booked a
restaurant for the evening, so we made our
way around the old harbour and got stuck
into some French Cuisine.
Whilst we were here the owner of the
restaurant was asked if he knew a good
mechanic. He assured us he did and gave
David Small the number. After eating we all
went for a short walk around the harbour
and stopped for more drinks and coffees. It
was at this point that we phoned Mike
Kanter and left a message on his
answerphone wondering why it was that he
had not joined us. After all we were in
France. Actually we knew he was hundreds
of miles away and was not intending to join
us, nevertheless the spoof call elicited a

At the restaurant, after a
flurry of phone calls, it
transpired that Jean-Paul
thought that we were
meeting the next day and
so would join us in
Honfleur.
After the first meeting of
the RONART DINERS’
CLUB Foreign Expedition
The sight we all dread.
April - September 2003
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quick response and it was good to talk to
our founder member.
We then drifted back to our Hotel and left
David Lyons to go in search of the local
talent, sorry local disco, sorry another
coffee shop!!!!!

Kate insists that David is a wooss!

The next morning after breakfast it was all
go for the Ronart Repairers Club. David
Small had been in touch with the mechanic
and he was due at 11.00. We needed to wait
for Jean-Paul to arrive so Tony Legon wired
his fan straight to the override Kenlowe
switch, and Freddie Trodd stripped the front
brakes of the E-Type. Whilst these repairs
were being done we heard the sorry news
that Jean-Paul’s Ronart bonnet had detached itself from his car, flown up in the
air and hit his wife. From a Ronart perspective “the bonnet was not damaged”; from a
more humane point of view Madame
Gouzin, although rushed to hospital, will
make a full recovery. However Jean-Paul
used this feeble excuse not to turn up and
meet us after all. We wish them both well
and hope to meet them soon.
April - September 2003

At some time around about 11.00 the
mechanic arrived to look at David’s car. The
French system when specialists look at a
job is somewhat different than the English
way: after a short cursory glance, there was
no deep intake of breath and no muttering
of “Looks expensive, guv”.
Instead he just got on his
mobile phone and after a few
minutes explained in broken
English that he had located
the part in Caen and that if
we sent another car to get it,
the part would be waiting at
the counter, and that he would
return in the afternoon at
14.00 to fit it. We were all
aghast at such wonderful
service but I do wonder
whether, if the car had been a
Ford Fiesta or similar, we
would have got such a
response. Sure enough the part was at the
garage and at 14.01 no less, a low loader
came and took David’s car away to be
repaired.

tea shop was even found. By late afternoon
we all drifted back to the hotel to get
ready for our evening meal. There, sitting in
the car park, was David’s car, all ready to go.
There seemed to be some mix-up with the
dates when we arrived at the restaurant, as
they were not ready for us. However, after a
short wait we were all accommodated and
enjoyed a lovely meal. Afterwards and a few
beers later, we staggered back to the hotel.
The next morning brought a new view of
the world! Or at least of Honfleur. As one
may know Honfleur, is a bustling port but
it appeared at first sight that the port had
expanded overnight. Gone was the promenade, gone was the small central green and
gone were the roads. Everywhere one
looked the ground was covered with water,
and the thunderstorm which had brought
all this about was still raging. We decided to
wait a while but after an hour or so there
didn’t appear to be any sign of a let-up in
the weather, so bravely we trudged out to
our cars and loaded them up in the
torrential rain.

Some of us took the local boat trip out
into the Le Havre estuary to have a closer
look at the wonderful suspension bridge
that crosses here and others investigated
the local cathedral and market. An English
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We set off in two groups, all of us getting
extremely wet, and soon the two groups
had become separated. Then the E-Type’s
wipers packed up; a fuse had blown, but
why? Under the circumstances, namely that
it was still raining and we had a train to
catch, the repair was done by fitting bigger
and bigger fuses or thicker and thicker wire
until we had succeeded in getting a clear
screen.
Soon we were back on track again, and
after a few telephone calls a venue for
lunch had been arranged and all the cars
met up again. It had stopped raining by
now. The small village we stopped at had a
lovely small café that was not in the least
prepared for our party to descend upon
them. Yet the cars brought out the best in
the café owner who set off around the
corner to get some more bread and laid on
a wonderful homely feast for us.
The journey back to the Tunnel was largely
uneventful but, so that we would arrive in
time to do some shopping at the terminus,
we decided to drive the cars back “Well
within their capabilities”. We seemed
somehow to get lost
and separated once
we arrived at the car
park. However after a
few reversings, some
the wrong way down
some coned off areas,
and much to the
amusement of
onlookers, all the cars
were finally assembled
together for a last
roll-call.

A hefty pair of Trodds.
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Once on home soil we said our goodbyes
and set off for home. It hadn’t rained all
day since the early morning soaking, but
now that three of us were caught up in a
traffic-jam on the M26 the heavens opened
again. Freddie and David put up their
umbrellas whilst waiting for the traffic to
move, only to discover that the heavy-ish
rain was about to turn into a full-scale
storm as lightning was flashing all around
them. The rain seemed a little light though,
and then they realised that it was not
lightning that was flashing but flash lights
from cameras as other drivers in the traffic
jam took photos of the mad people in the
open cars with their umbrellas up!
As ever, it was a memorable trip, thanks to
David Small for organising it, and to Arthur
for making it ultimately possible.

Upon my return I checked with the RAC
that the Club had now been registered and
was told that we had, and went on to
mention the problems David Small had had.
They implored me to get him to write to
them explaining how unhelpful the French
end had been. When I saw David next I told
him of my conversation and he told me
that he had already sent them a
“Snottogram”. It turned out that they were
so appalled at his experience that, not only
did they refund him for his labour costs,
but they also paid for his parts. So remember to mention the Ronart Drivers’ Club
next time you try to get RAC foreign
breakdown cover - you should get a
discount rate.

RAC Club Scheme
Following the Honfleur trip, Tony
contacted the RAC about the car
club scheme and this was the gist of
the reply Dear Tony
As discussed earlier today, please
find below the information.
Your car club members can get the
following discounts:
15% discount for new members and
15% discount for all subsequent
renewals £8 additional discount in
the first year of membership when

transferring from another motoring
organisation (this discount is only
available when booked via the
contact centre) 15% discount for
RAC members on vehicle
examinations
Your members have to use the
Freefone number and quote
“DT1000” in order to qualify for
the discounts. For the vehicle
examinations, members need to
phone 0870 366 5601 and quoting
“Car Club member”.

Postscript

Four reasons to join RAC today

Prior to starting this trip I had contacted
the RAC to
arrange Overseas
Breakdown cover.
The RAC had been
helpful and also
wanted to know if
there was any
reason that our
Club was not on
the special club
register that they
have. Once on this
register one can
obtain certain
discounts, one of
which is reduced
price for the
European cover.

1

This includes a 15% discount which is applicable to all levels of
breakdown membership and renewals.

Call us now on

2

£8 Discount
If you are joining from another motoring organisation your membership
will be discounted by a further £8 in your first year of membership.

3

We cover you whether you’re the driver or a passenger in any
vehicle, 24 hours a day, 365 days a year. Our patrols aim to reach
you within 40 minutes and in 83% of breakdowns, vehicles are
fixed at the roadside (excluding extreme failures and accidents).

4
†

0800 716 976

RAC Accident Solutions service** is now available free to all
RAC Members. If you are involved in an accident in the UK
that is not your fault, call us on 08000 966 999 for the help,
reassurance and support you need.

All this from just £33* if you join
before 29 February 2004.

Quote ref: DT1000

†To improve the quality of our service, calls may be monitored and recorded. Phone lines are open Mon - Fri 8am - 9pm, Sat 9am - 5pm and Sun 10am - 4pm. *£33 is for Roadside
assistance only and is based on paying by an annual continuous payment method. **Accident Solutions service depends on the terms of your RAC membership and there may be
additional charges for upgrades or services we arrange on the member’s behalf. RAC reserves the right at any time on notice to alter, withdraw or charge for Accident Solutions.
These offers cannot be used in conjunction with any other offer. Prices include Insurance Premium Tax, where relevant. RAC Terms of Membership apply and are available on request.
Information correct at time of going to press and can be changed or withdrawn without notice. RAC Motoring Services: (Registered No. 1424399) RAC House, 1 Forest Road,
Feltham, Middlesex TW13 7RR.

David Lyons looks a bit whacked.
April - September 2003

Join RAC from £33*
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JAGUAR’S VI2 ENGINE ITS DESIGN AND BACKGROUND
By Walter T.F.Hassan OBE M.I.Mech.E.
Reprinted and edited from a rare 1977 paper
of the AUEW.
WHY 12 CYLINDERS?

smaller cylinder size for a given total capacity
reduced reciprocating weight and vibration,
thus allowing a safely higher speed for the
greater performance potential required in
order to compete successfully with the larger
engines of competitors. Extreme flexibility
and near silent operations were sought
together with really outstanding torque in
the middle speed range and with adequate
maximum power.

SMOOTH AND QUIET OPERATION
If a turbine represents the acme of perfection
in smooth power production, then a
multiplicity of cylinders goes far towards this
condition. It was for this reason 12 cylinders
were chosen by many early seekers of
perfection in the 1920 to 1940 era - Rolls
Royce, Daimler, Lagonda, Hispano Suiza to
mention but a few. The trend was followed in
aircraft engines and later by Ferrari and
Lamborghini today. It was inevitable that
Jaguar would think similarly and as the
United States provides sales for a large
number of Jaguar sports cars, this supplied
an added incentive to improve upon the Vee
8 now commonly used in that market. The
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ALTERNATIVE CYLINDER HEADS
Single-cylinder work proceeded on the twincam head in two forms. On the original
design, changes were made to port sizes and
form with little effect on performance. A
more compact cylinder head form was
achieved by flattening the sides of the
hemispherical chamber parallel with the port
axis to increase squish and promote more
combustion turbulence. In the lower speed
range, performance was improved but the
restricted breathing caused by the closer
proximity of the combustion chamber walls
to the inlet valve at speeds above 35004000 rev/min resulted in an unacceptable
reduction in maximum power. In parallel with
this work on the twin-cam head, thought was
given to a completely new design. With the
stroke-bore ratio chosen, in-line valves of
adequate sizes for efficient breathing up to
engine speeds of 6500 rev/min could be
accommodated. The originally designed
engine was capable of much higher speeds
relative to crankshaft torsional characteristics,
piston speed and acceleration, but higher
speeds would increase the noise suppression
problems. Compromise between best torque
characteristics and maximum power is
difficult when coupled with the problems of
tailoring an automatic transmission to
achieve smooth gear changes as engine

Humps & Pipes
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speeds rise. These factors, together with the
simpler mechanical layout, favoured an in-line
valve arrangement.
The next problem was finding the right type
of combustion chamber. There is much in
favour of the so-called wedge-type chamber,
widely used on American engines and an
associated company, Coventry Climax, had
experience of it. They had recently developed
a “flat head” design strictly comparable with a
wedge head. The results were superior and it
was possible also to use a compression ratio
one whole number higher for an equivalent
octane requirement, improving the specific
fuel consumption. Design studies were
initiated for a single-cylinder programme
using the flat-head design.

Four types of single-cylinder flat heads were
built and tested, the main differences being in
the angle of entry of the inlet port and the
sparking plug position. Differing inlet port
angles were tried to assess the effect on
cylinder filling in relation to the induction
layouts best suited to the anticipated car
installation. Heads with the subtended angle
between the inlet port and vertical valve axis
of 35, 50, 66 and 45 degrees were tested; the
first three had inlet and exhaust ports on the
same side of the head and the fourth had
opposed ports. As design of a full scale
engine proceeded in parallel it became
apparent that the opposed port layout was
necessary to obtain the best induction
system with the required ram pipe lengths
for best low and mid-range torque. It also
produced the best
performance on the
single-cylinder
engine probably
because of less heat
pick-up from the
exhaust port.
The more vertical
the port on a flat
head, the better the
performance. The
mixture discharges
into the cylinder
more nearly parallel
with the valve axis
which improves the
flow characteristics
and does not
produce any of the
marked tangential
swirl patterns
possible with a
transverse port. Tests
with wool tufts on
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wire grids inserted in the cylinder in the
static air flow rig indicated the presence of
dual spiral columns but gave no knowledge
of the swirl pattern near the end of the
compression stroke. Work remains to be
done which could result in improvements in
hydrocarbon emission and fuel economy.
SPARK PLUG POSITION
In conjunction with the opposed port layout
it appeared that for ease of ignition
installation and servicing, the sparking plug
needed to be in the ‘wrong’ position in the
combustion chamber. Instead of being sited
directly in the flow path of the mixture as it
left the inlet valve from the port (considered
to be the most desirable) it was more
convenient to locate it on the opposite side.
The mixture sweeps across the exhaust valve
in a swirl pattern before reaching the
sparking plug. A cylinder head was built
using this location and, in single-cylinder
form, gave a surprisingly improved
performance. Later a full-scale engine was
equipped with sparking plugs in each of the
two positions and although the gains pro
rata were not as great as on the singlecylinder form, the seemingly ‘wrong’ position
showed a slight advantage. There was no
difference in part-throttle weak mixture.

RESULTS OF SINGLE CYLINDER
EXPERIMENTS
The results demonstrated that the singlecamshaft flat head was superior to the twincamshaft hemispherical design in all respects
at engine speeds up to 5000 rev/min.
Table 1 illustrates the best performances with
the three types of basic heads. When it
became known that the production engine
was not going to be required for racing in
the 5 litre formula, it was decided to increase
the cylinder bores from 87mm. to 90mm. to
take more advantage of the space available,
and all results are truly comparable. Cam
forms, port and valve sizes were those best
suited to an engine for use in a road car as
distinct from a competition vehicle.

(a) on the hemispherical design the transverse
inlet port is superior to the downdraught
type above 6000 rev/min;
(b) the flat type is superior to either of the
twin-cam designs up to 5000 rev/min.
It was decided to build a full-scale engine
based on these results with the flat cylinder
head and the results followed very closely the
trends observed in the single-cylinder work.
Each engine used a petrol injection system
with individual intakes developed to give
optimum results and open exhausts in

groups of three on each bank for best overall
results; similarly the fuel flow and ignition
were adjusted for optimum power at each
speed increment. The stroke was common at
70 m/m. The single-cam engine had a
cylinder bore of 90 m/m and the twin-cam
87 m/m; this was because no full-scale twincam head for the 90 m/m engine,
corresponding to the one used on the
single-cylinder tests was available. Thus the
powers are not comparable but the b.m.e.p.
curves are. When comparing the production
car version of each engine type, the singlecam flat-head design has
distinctly the better
performance up to
approximately 5000 rev/
min.

Single cylinder work was undertaken with a
fuel injection system and a straight-through
exhaust pipe discharging into industrial
silencers with lengths and diameters
developed to give the best compromise
results for each engine. Odd readings in each
set of results show the effect of inlet or
exhaust resonance. The work on these singlecylinder engines gave the following
conclusions:

The air flow figures for
the inlet ports of these
three engines, shown in
Fig. 13, are enlightening.
Figures for the production
twin-cam version, at the
maximum valve lift used,
are 35 per cent higher
than for the single-cam
design. This is to be
expected from the relative
sizes of the valves and
ports but it demonstrates
how misleading results are
from this source alone.
Design of the first fullscale single-cam heads
(designated Stage 1B) is
shown in Fig. 14.
It follows closely the XK
and the twin-cam V12
design particularly in using
an integral tappet chest. It
uses cast iron tappet
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bushes and the same type of direct valve
operation with inverted bucket-type tappets,
which had proved reliable in the XK engine
over 22 years. Before the single-camshaft flathead design was adopted changes were made
to the cylinder head and in many other areas.
Some of these changes are discussed in detail.
Apart from the better performance of the
engine for a production car, the advantage of

the single-cam design over a twin-cam layout
can be summarized as:
(a) the basic head design is simpler and
cheaper. There is a considerable weight
advantage (161b per head assembly)

the latter is critical for large wheel lock
angles in conjunction with wide tyres to
obtain a small turning circle.

To be continued...

(b) weight and cost are reduced by using a
single chain drive with four sprockets
compared with four chains and twelve
sprockets. The noise level is lower and the
drive smoother
with twice the
number of cams
on each shaft
(c) the smaller
bulk of the
single-cam box
permitted the
use of a lowmounted twelvecylinder ignition
distributor and
space for an airconditioning
compressor
between the
cylinder heads.
Providing space
for auxiliaries on
the twin-cam
engine would
have been a
formidable
problem.
(d) the overall
width across the
valve covers, and
more
importantly
across the
exhaust
manifolds, is less;
Page-19
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EVENTS
MIDLANDS GROUP VISITS SHUGBOROUGH
The Midlands branch spent Sunday 17
August visiting Shugborough in Staffordshire. The estate nestles on the edge of
Cannock Chase and is the ancestral home
of the Queen’s cousin, Patrick Lichfield, also
known as Thomas Patrick Anson, Fifth Earl
of Lichfield.

admiring glances all day! It was quite
interesting sitting in my Merc (which
became an honorary Ronart for the day) to
hear the observations people were making,
together with the intrigue created!
As well as the property itself to explore,
there were also extensive parklands and
gardens, and the Staffordshire Museum. I observed
the National Trust and ice
cream shops took many
visitors!
During the afternoon we
were entertained by the
Rugeley Power Station
Brass Band who played
for us in the courtyard.
Delightful!

Simon and Margaret Sutton were first to
arrive and did not go unnoticed by ‘His
Lordship’s butler’, who took a very keen
interest in inspecting the Ronart and
finding out about the gathering itself.
Peter and Wendy Jordan drove up from
Crick with their granddaughter. Gren and
Claire Campbell came
across from Coventry,
together with Amber
and family members.

THE WAGER

We’ve had some interesting conversations at
the Midlands’ Noggin and Natter recently!

John Ellis is getting on moderately well with
his build, as you will read in the next issue,
but he is of course wildly over-optimistic
about his planned completion date.

One may be of particular interest to other
Ronarters – and it’s the issue of how much
people pay for their Ronart insurance. If
people would care to send me their
information, I’d be happy to collate a
database to which we can all have access
and it could be made available via our Club
magazine. Clearly it makes sense to get the
best value for money and patronise the
establishment accordingly!

If you wish to participate in the survey,
please email me at ‘cdownes15@aol.com’
with the following details:

A good day out was had
by all at this family orientated event, which
I am minded we repeat next year at another
Midlands venue.

Your name and contact phone no

Feedback and ideas would be welcomed.

Excess payable

Carolyn Downes.

Date of manufacture

Insurance company and phone no
Insured value of Ronart

£

£

Engine c.c.
Restricted annual mileage?
Miles per year
Age of vehicle
Optional extras

It was a gloriously
sunny day, ideal for
picnics, which some
chose. Others aimed
for the waitress service
in the restaurant.

Limitations for use?
Insurance payable p.a.

Thank you.

The visiting Ronarts
looked splendid in the
sunshine and attracted

Happy Ronarting!
The Midlands crew, Margaret, Simon, Gren, Peter, Claire, Wendy.
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My build on the other hand is proceeding
apace and has taken several years to date,
during which time I was able to own
another W152 for 2 years and then sell it!
Therefore, to provide John with a little
impetus, I had to obtain several agentsprovocateurs/witnesses to set down the
criteria for a little wager.
The essence of it is that I will complete my
car before John will. However, John rashly
went further in proclaiming that his car will
be SVA’d before the end of March (2004).
He wanted me to bet more (being a bit
desperate for additional funds) but I also
have run out of money, so was not willing
to risk any more. I am sure though that
John would gladly take more similar bets
with other members.

We have another bet going, though it is
not yet documented - and that is over
which of our cars (when they are finished
and properly on the road) will be the first
to break-down. To be reasonable, this event
must happen on a Club tour, or on the way
to an event, such as a Noggin & Natter.
I know that the V12 engine is very much
more reliable than the elderly S6 (as you
will read in the forthcoming serialisation of
Roger Bywater’s article on the history of
the Jaguar XK engine) so I don’t think John
will be venturing a substantial sum.

Carolyn Downes.
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Forthcoming Events Calendar
Please do let the Editor know well in advance of any events which are worth listing here.If you
are planning to go to a Car Show and are willing to organise a few other Ronarts into turning
up, please call Benjamin Weitzmann for the loan of a Club banner or flagpole.

Oct 30 Thursday
Nov 6
Nov 15/16
Nov 27 Thursday
Dec 6/7

Southern Noggin & Natter - The Sun at Dunsfold
JEC Track Day, Mallory Park
NEC Intnl Classic Motor Show
Midlands Noggin & Natter - The Bear, Berkswell
AGM & Club Xmas Lunch @ Oxford again

KEY:

Main Event

Local Event

General Interest

I think this may be the very rolling chassis which Arthur will be using as a mobile test-bed for
a W152 Mark 3.
April - September 2003
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What’s frustrated people about owning a
Ronart?

SUMMARY OF MEETING
RDC MIDLANDS - 31 July 2003
Given the recent exchange of email
correspondence, following the announcement of the closure of Ronart Cars Limited,
there were 9 attendees at the Midlands
meeting on 31 July, at The Bear, Berkswell. A
full and frank discussion took place, the
content of which may be summarised as
follows:

The length of time it has taken to be
produced.
At times the questionable reliability.
Sometimes too many variations being
produced.
Questionable after sales service/support.
Recommendations:

Some debate took place around whether it
would be better to just have kit form
available. Others felt that would exclude
part of a potential market where people do
not want to/do not have the time or
ability to build their own. Maintaining both
kit and factory-made options it was felt
would allow Arthur to maintain a degree of
quality control on the end product.
It was felt unanimously that everything
should be kept simple, and go back to
basics.

Where might any future cars be modified and
improved?
(It is accepted that some of these points
may well have been covered in previous
issues of Humps and Pipes – a schedule of
what is available and where would be
welcomed – maybe in a future issue? Some
points may have already been raised and
dismissed as not feasible.)
Having the option of a windscreen, which
for MOT purposes may be better called a
windshield.

Any new management team needs a
combination of skills and strengths.

Outstanding issues/concerns:

Wipers with a retro fit for windscreens.

Members who have paid for goods which
they have not yet received. What plans are
in hand for them?

Better earthing on wiring loom.

Easy to maintain with simple technology.

Maintain Jaguar based cars, for reasons of
heritage, ease of purchasing parts and the
fact that the formula works.

A car which is unique.

Tidy up the premises.

Rarity.

Concentrate on the S6, which is a proven
formula.

The rights of the mould and jigs etc., for
future use.

What’s good about Ronart Cars?
A style of machine which turns heads.
The Jaguar running gear.

RDC – a friendly and mutually supportive
club, well organised, and with a wealth of
practical experience about Ronarts.

Mud guards are crudely attached and a
better method could be investigated.
The front grille is not easy to remove and
‘doesn’t work’.
Better battery position, maybe above the
passenger’s feet.

RDC to advertise at shows.
RDC to work in partnership with Arthur to
acquire rights to moulds, jigs, etc

Peter Colman, Simon Sutton, Julian Williams’ cars - at the Bear Berkswell?.
April - September 2003
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Head restraint for passengers – or one for
both passenger and driver?
The silencer doesn’t work on the exhaust
system. Some discussion took place around
whether the exhaust should be inside or
outside the body, and if it could be available
in chrome and/or black.
Accommodation for the spare wheel needs
investigating – on the side maybe?
Could a hardtop be available which could
be hinged and, therefore, removable? Gull
wing hardtop?
Sink the wheels into the tub.
A mapping light would be helpful.
Cooling for the foot well is essential during
hot weather –adjustable ventilation
hatches?
The boot lid doesn’t fit, leaks and won’t
stay up.
Conclusion:
It was agreed unanimously that the W152 is
a very good product, which has made a
dream come true for many people.
Stick with what works – ‘if it ain’t bust
don’t try to fix it’.
Has anyone asked Arthur what we wants to
do?
Carolyn Downes

MEMBERS’ NEWS

MEMBERS’ NEWS

Mike & Ros Kanter –

Peter Atherton

“We are gradually meeting more classic
enthusiasts who come out of the woodwork
as the Ronart is seen around and about.
There is a local garage about 10km away that
Ros spotted some time ago that specialises
on old cars and Jap vehicles. Inside recently
we found an E-Type Roadster having its
gearbox rebuilt; they showed me the
damage to one of the shafts. Outside the
French owner had arrived in a TR3. We had
come this time in the W152 to pick up our
L200 after a service. Ros told me that
something was knocking underneath on the
W152 and I discovered a broken exhaust
bracket. One of the owners of the garage
and the TR3 chap looked, and out came the
spanners, they removed the silencer and
quickly refitted a new rubber suspension
block - all for no charge of course. They
were also telling us of various classic and
race events that they attend, but compared
to us Brits they travel huge distances to
reach them, this being such a large country.
Fortunately the roads are a lot better here.

Peter and Lin would have liked to join us
on a continental trip this year but unfortunately his Mum recently passed away and
the week of the Lot trip was the same week
that he hosted a Golf Tournament at the
Turnberry for about 30 clients. “I suppose
there is always next year and even better
the years after when I have retired!!”

The next day a chap turned up at the
campsite from a nearby town in a white MG
J2 he had just bought. The previous owner
had it for 41 years. Christian also has a
Amilcar and hopes to be able to bring some
cars to the site when the Ronarters visit in
September. He is also trying to put me in
touch with local clubs who need stopping
off points during tours in the Lot Valley. All
this because I bought a wood burning stove
from his shop in Villefranche and during the
installation, his man saw Freddie’s masterpiece on the mantelpiece and reported back
to him.”
[Ed: We met these French guys at our barbeque upon
arrival at the Kanter pad, and they are a friendly and
enthusiastic group.]
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“With regard to the Lightning, well I am
being very quiet ‘cos all is going very well.
I have done over 3,000 miles now and not
a significant problem in sight. It manages a
steady 27 mpg as long as I don’t do over
90 miles an hour - as if I would.”

Alastair Rosenschein
Sad news. His Ronart has been sold for
£19,000 (less about 8% commission) with a
6 month warranty through Classic Chrome
in Mortlake, London SW14.

The Midlands group have been prolific in
their contributions to the various issues
which have been discussed this year. They
have suggested that we could compare
notes about insurance arrangements for
Ronarts, to ensure we are getting the best
price, and patronising accordingly. So we are
canvassing contributions from our readers.

Jean-Paul Gouzin
We were all alarmed to hear that Jean-Paul
and Yvelise did not make the rendez-vous
with the Honfleur expedition owing to
their bonnet flying off and hitting Yvelise
on the head!
“Thank you very much for your call
yesterday at home, I can reassure you about
my wife, our Ronart and me: everything is
almost good!

The good news for anyone wishing to sell
their car, is that Gary at Classic Chrome
(tel 020-8876 8171) has a firm buyer for
another Ronart should anyone wish to sell
their car.
Alastair’s car has been bought by Charlie
Henderson of Sydenham in South-East
London, who we hope will be joining the
Club before too long.

Carolyn Downes
The Midlands group continue their useful
and enjoyable N&Ns. The Bear at Berkswell
is much to be recommended! Also Carolyn
organised an enjoyable local day out at
Shugborough – on which more elsewhere.
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First I look after my wife and ask her: “How
are you”? because I see her suddenly
“sleeping” beside me after the “big bang”.
She answered: “What happened”? and I
explained her I forget to close the bonnet
after checking the car.
After I look after the bonnet on the side
of the road and replace it in its place with
some adhesive trips in order to go back
home and to the clinic in order to have a
spine radio exam. We finish the exam near 11
o’clock and it was time to call David!
As you see on the photo attached, the
bonnet is not very damaged, ours heads
apparently no more and probably now we
will prefer to have a helmet in Ronart!
Of course, I regret I couldn’t meet you and
other RDC members and I hope to be
luckier next time.”

Chris Bennett

Steve Heale

New member Chris Bennett can count
himself fortunate that he lives very close to
Freddie. He could not hope for a better
mentor in his build project. Did we all do
him a favour in urging him to embark on
this adventure? Especially at a time when
things were a bit uncertain up in
Peterborough. ‘Yes, Minister, that would be
a very brave decision!’

Another new member, who bought the exMike Theobald S6 project and last I heard
Steve was planning to book his SVA, until
my update enquiry produced -

“I intend to go ahead with the purchase of
Jerry Hunter’s W152 although we still have
to negotiate a price and am a little concerned bits may be missing! If you get a
chance please have a look at the pics I took
of his garage - the stage 1 kit is a basket
case or in this instance a boxes case! You
might understand my concerns? If possible
please give me a call to discuss.”
“Just to let you know that pick up and
delivery of the bedraggled stage 1 kit was
successful last Saturday - I now have a lot
of boxes and oily bits in my garage! I did
take a couple of pics which may be of use?
I’ll drop these off next time I see you - Is
the Hautboy still scheduled?”
Clearly this will be an early and certain
order for a Stage 2 kit for Arthur. We look
forward to progress reports, Chris.
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David Mansfield
“Many apologies for the apparent lack of
contact from the Mansfield family over the
past 10 months - we’ve been deeply enmeshed in getting our home in France set
up, and the visits to and fro have taken up
all our time. It’s now up and running and
we’ve had a steady flow of rental clients
using the villa over the summer months.
But the biggest worry right now is the fires
in Provence/Var which are only about
10kms away from the property!! The links
to our villa adds on the internet are:www.holiday-rentals.com/index.cfm/
property/7875
As you’ll see from my e-mail address I’m
now working full time at the Beeb. So what
with commuting to Television Centre in
West London and managing the holiday
rental business, my spare time for car
leisure and Ronarting is rather curtailed.
However I’m happy to offer my views on
future direction Arthur might take with the
W152. To be honest I’ve always thought that
the Lightning venture would be fraught,
given the enormous competition that RCL

{Ed: Your English is admirable, Jean-Paul, but
it has a certain French accent which we find
very amusing, so I have not corrected your
text at all. We look forward to meeting you
both next year. I note that you have
decided to wear a helmet now but what
about poor Yvelise?]
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“Thanks for your email Graham. Answer to
your question is no, although I managed to
fit the seat harnesses. I am leaving for an
indefinite period in 4 weeks for Australia so
it was one of many things to sort out
before leaving, so priority-wise it was way
down the list. So the Ronart is to be stored
in a barn till my return. Cheers.”
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was up against to produce and market a
modern high tech/high spec sports car.
Arthur should have concentrated on
perfecting the W152 concept. As I see it, if
you were to park a Lightning and a W152
side-by-side in a street in France, I’m
convinced all the interest would be in the
W152, so that says it all!!”
Bill Smith & Karen Smith
I heard from Bill that unfortunately he,
Dorothy and Karen would have liked to
come to the Factory Open Day but could
not, because of holiday departures.
Roger Threlfall
“Dear Graham, Many thanks for your email.
Was very sorry to hear of the bad news re.
Ronart cars but honestly was not surprised.
I have written to Arthur with my views as
to the way forward: Do not try to compete
with TVR, BMW, Porsche; stick to the W152
concept: a basic car, 2 engine options, and a
limited range of extra options. A car of
superb quality and either factory built or
supplied as a kit. One important item
though is quality control, which I believed
was not up to standard on previous cars
which has produced moans and groans
from a few.
I believe that Ronart drivers are probably
slightly eccentric, rather like today’s vintage
motoring enthusiasts e.g. like myself. I am
not too worried about weather equipment
(it spoils the classic lines!), doors are not
needed, you can’t hear a radio and what
else can you drive that brings a permanent
smile to one’s face? I do hope that Arthur
is able to move forward and that the
Ronart concept is not allowed to die.
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Must dash and get my helmet, Biggles scarf,
and make my way to Prescott for a vintage
meeting evening barbeque and jazz session!
Happy motoring, Cheers - Roger.”

Arthur with the business for a new centralsection, rear-end and chassis. Actually Henry
had considered selling, so we suspect that it
is Jane who is insisting on the resurrection.

Henry Weitzmann
Sad news that Henry’s car was badly
damaged in an accident which wrote-off the
Ford it hit but, very fortunately, his younger
son Max was not hurt. Henry plans to
rebuild the car, though it will be a substantial project, but at least it will provide

Peter Edis-Bates
Has recently joined the Club with a view to
acquiring a car in one form or another.
Peter has asked me to publish the following
ad:
Ronart Wanted. Any
state considered from
part-assembled kit to
finished and outstanding. Peter Edis-Bates
01453 791235 (Glos);
email:
TrainerNo4@bigfoot.com

More New Members?
The news that kits are
to be available, and
Arthur’s appearance at
a couple of shows this
late Summer, have
already resulted in a
couple of likely new
kit owners and
hopefully new RDC
members: Chris Mash
in Norfolk and David
Parker near Cadwell
Park.
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Mike Kanter, Founder, and Ronart ‘Fellow’
T: +33 565 31 23 39
Simon Sutton, Membership Secretary
T: +44 (0)1773 856901 - email: simon@sutcottage.freeserve.co.uk
John Ellis, Treasurer
T: +44 (0)1299 832502 - email: jonellis@dircon.co.uk
Benjamin Weitzmann, Regalia and Exhibitions Co-ordinator
T: +44 (0)1923 779966; - email: henry@weitzmann.co.uk
Graham Hallett, Secretary, Webmaster & Newsletter Editor
T: +44 (0)1737 832686 - email: ghh@mail.com
Peter Langmaid, Ronart Register & Agony Uncle W152 Mk1 technical problems
T: +44 (0)208 - 868 – 5708; - email: peter.langmaid@fremantlemedia.com
David Mansfield, Agony Uncle Injection technical problems
T: +44 (0)1763 852115; - email: david.mansfield@bbc.co.uk
Freddie Trodd, Agony Uncle W152 Mk2 technical problems
T: +44 (0)1483 224387
Tony Legon, Track Day Co-ordinator, Newsletter Print Production
T: +44 (0)1737 246201 - email: tony.legon@btinternet.com
Carolyn Downes, Midlands Regional Organiser
T: +44 (0)121 353 8947 - email: cdownes15@aol.com
Peter Atherton, Lightning Co-ordinator
T: +44 (0)1992 441752 - email: peterjatherton@btinternet.com
Email Addresses!
Please send Graham Hallett an email and register your address with the
club; We are finding it an increasingly efficient way of keeping in touch
cheaply AND receiving quick feedback on issues with members.
Club Website - www.ronartdriversclub.com

Richard Jones hands over Peter Atherton’s Lightning
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